Transformation of Persons with Same-sex Attraction: Becoming Who We Are
"Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a
living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service of
worship. And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which
is good and acceptable and perfect." (Rom. 12:1-2, NASB)
Jesus Christ calls and unites broken humanity to the Father’s good will for us. His
invitation applies to any person with same-sex attraction (SSA). He seeks those
who face many options as to how to resolve their homosexual tendencies. He
offers Himself as the answer, the relationship through which the person with SSA
becomes the man or woman of God’s design.
The unique authority of Jesus Christ to restore persons with SSA lies in the belief
that He is both Creator and Redeemer of that person’s life (Col. 1: 15-20). He
knows who (s)he is unlike any other. One with the Father, Jesus made him/her in
His image as male and female. (Gen. 1:26, 27: Matt. 19:4-6) “Each human being is
incomplete; our bodies are incomplete: man has need of the woman, woman has
need of the man as each are made for the other, to live out fully God’s purposes
for humankind requires that we be in relationship with each other, for the fullness
of the imago Dei is present only in community” (1). RHN upholds that call as basic
to all of humanity, including those with SSA.
Like other sinful tendencies in humanity, same-sex attraction reveals the person’s
need for Christ as Redeemer. Those who turn to Jesus Christ discover His cross as
the locus of change. His crucifixion bears every burden that impedes who we in
truth are. That requires a kind of death, or surrender, on the part of the person
seeking transformation. RHN provides an oasis for those who courageously
submit their sexuality and humanity to Jesus Christ as Lord. Likewise, the biggest
barrier to transformation is the refusal to surrender wholly to Jesus Christ (2).
Christ Resurrected is the image of our new humanity. United with His new life, we
look to Him as our path and walking partner to freedom. ‘The resurrection of
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Christ is a sign of God’s purpose and power to restore His creation to its full
stature and integrity.’(3)
The blueprint of our true selves lies in Christ; He activates and restores the man or
woman of His design. In that process we discover that there is no such thing as a
homosexual per se, only men and women with certain wounds and deprivations
who have yet to find their true selves in Him. (4) We who are united with Him
become who we are as bearers of His image, male and female.
Transformation requires two things: the awareness that we in our distinct
genders are a gift to our fellow humanity, and the willingness to grow into mature
expressions of that gift (5). Jesus enables us to resume the journey toward loving
others well, and sustains us upon it.
Transformation is at times rigorous. Becoming who we are requires hard work.
Insights from developmental psychologists can help the person with SSA to
understand the needs underlying his/her experience of attraction and to tend to
those needs maturely. A large body of literature details how same-sex attraction
can result from the frustration of normal needs for same-gender bonding and
identification in childhood (6).
Those disruptions impede normal development and can result in some children
experiencing profound gender shame and SSA. The latter masks both the injury
and the need for emotional identification with his/her gender. It takes courage to
probe beneath what is obvious and face real needs and wounds.
The transformation from gender disintegration to wholeness requires Jesus’
whole healing community. RHN encourages persons with SSA to take a multifaceted approach to restoration. That includes skilled Christ-centered helpers who
help the person with SSA to resolve hurtful events and to offer healthy
alternatives to sexualizing the need for same-gender friendships (7).
RHN also advocates for a variety of small groups and other pastoral care offerings
that support the true man or woman as (s)he sorts through real wounds, sins, and
needs. Three keys govern these offerings: sensitivity, compassion, and respect for
the dignity of each person (8).
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At core, RHN urges persons with SSA to resume the journey to wholeness on
which Christ calls all Christians. A secure sexual identity is a secure human
identity, a transformation Jesus wills for everyone. We urge persons with SSA to
partner with those who struggle differently en route to the same goal of loving
others well. RHN values integration with the whole body of Christ as a central
tenet of transformation (9).
Transformation results in several significant changes for persons with SSA who
have resumed the journey to wholeness. One takes his/her place as a part of
God’s whole creation: man for woman, woman for man, with same-gender
friendships supporting the call to dignify this other.
Same-gender desires fluctuate but tend to decrease while many experience an
increase, to varying degrees, of sexual desire for the other gender. Usually one
member of the opposite gender will attract the majority of these feelings (10).
When that is the case, the community surrounding the two should exercise
special discernment to ensure that both parties are ready to reckon with unique
issues that can arise from one’s history of same-gender attraction (11).
Whether (s)he unites with a member of the opposite gender or lives as a single
person, wholly for Christ, Jesus is in all and through all. He is the Source of
transformation. He invites and enables us to live honest, humble, and generous
lives. That means being authentic with others about our struggles and disciplined
about tending to the needs for love that remain in us. At the same time, we seek
Jesus to strengthen our love for others because they are worthy of love. In that
way, we exercise the new creation and grow into maturity.
The cross remains the sign and seal of our transformation. Like all serious
Christians, we must continually let go in order to take up. We let go of pretense,
lust and selfishness; we endure suffering with Christ, take up forgiveness and
extend it, and arise in our true selves. We become powerful in love.
Some wonder why this ‘cross-walk’ takes a lifetime. At times it may feel as if the
depth of same-gender attraction supersedes the power of divine love. The truth is
deeper still. Jesus is taking ground in our very depths, preparing for Himself a
people who know Him in the very center of their thoughts, desires, and motives.
Transformation means that the mystery of His redemption is overtaking the
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complexity of our sin (Rom. 6: 14). We are being made ready to see Him face-toface (Titus 2: 11-14). We are becoming who we are, testifying to the truth that the
transformation of the ‘homosexual’ is a witness of how God transforms us all.
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